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Abstract:  

We study the problem of distributed sampling and detection of remote point processes. A remote  

source, modelled as a homogeneous Poisson counting process (PCP) and with one of two possible 

intensity values, is observed at multiple remote observers in noise. The observers have a ‘sampling’ 

constraint which limits them from forwarding the entirety of their observations to a centralized fusion 

center, or ‘detector’. More precisely, the observers or samplers can remain active or ON for a fixed 

fraction of time over a fixed, known and finite time window. The detector seeks to design the sampler 

ON times for the distributed samplers jointly so as to optimize the overall accuracy of its detection 

procedure. We seek to understand this design of sampling-cum-detection strategies jointly. Our 

problem finds application in settings where the distributed agents communicating with a centralized 

fusion center are energy constrained or limited via finite capacity connecting links thereby limiting 

communication capability. 

 

Our main contribution is the complete characterization of optimal strategies for joint sampling and 

detection of the remote source. We first present optimal strategies for the two-sampler configuration, 

and then extend the characterization for the K-sampler, K > 2, case. Our results reveal a fundamental 

tension in the design of distributed sampling strategies between (i) overlapped distributed sampling 

for better noise rejection to obtain concurrent but independently corrupted source observations at 

multiple samplers, and (ii) disjointed distributed sampling for better source discovery. Our results also 

reveal an interesting fact that two simultaneously active samplers are necessary and sufficient for 

complete noise-rejection. 
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